GHRISTMASTIDE   IN   PRAGUE
Germany until Czech independence perished at the Battle of the
White Mountain, near Prague, in 1618, which was a victory for the
German nation and the Catholic Church over the Czech nation
and Protestantism.
Incidentally, James I of England was at that time the ally of the
Czechs and had promised help in such an emergency. There were
even two Runcimans sitting in the Castle at Prague and telling
the King of Bohemia that their King was his father and mother
and would help him, and that was how the Czechs lost their
independence, and you see that everything then was very much
as it is now save that umbrellas had not been invented.
Bohemia remained a Kingdom, but without the braking power
of the Czech nobles, who in feudal times represented a democratic
element against the autocratic authority of the king. The Czech
nobles were killed in the battle or driven out, and their lands and
privileges given to Catholic German nobles. Nevertheless, those
historic frontiers of the Kingdom of Bohemia remained as they
always had been* In 1938, when they were a thousand years old,
'an emineiit English jurist9 discovered that even after a victorious
war it would be impossible to put them together again. The a
Emperor in Vienna was for centuries 'King of Bohemia*, of the
lands contained within those immemorial frontiers, which the
Czechs had first inhabited and fought so tenaciously to retain.
Within those historic frontiers, the oldest in Europe, three waves
of Germanization followed each other in the course of the thousand
years:
 (1)	During the glorious period of Bohemian history, German
handicraftsmen were brought in and settled by the invitation of
the Czechs in the border districts. This was a friendly proceeding.
 (2)	After the Battle of the White Mountain, the*lands of the
Czech  nobles were given to the Catholic German nobles; this
was aggressive and violent Germanization.
 (3)	In the mechanical and industrial age of the nineteeth cen-
tury, industries were deliberately settled in the northern part of
Bohemia.   There was a reason for this. After 1866, when Prussia
defeated Austria, a prospect of eternal peace stretched ahead

